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ABSTRACT

A detailed description of the techniques and equipment employed in
the ion-implantation process is presented. Results of high-energy
electron irradiation of a Mylar capacitor with ion-implanted electrodes
are compared to the response of a control sanrple. The ion-implanted
electrodes exhibit better carrier injection than conventional foil elec-
trodes. Transient radiation effects data from irradiation of a monolithic
ceramic capacitor and two glass capacitors are included. One of the glass
capacitors contained a sernicrystalline dielectric with very high dielectric
constant. The transient radiation effects in Mylar verlus tempe ratur('
appear to fit a band model for the conduction process in which a continuous
distribution of carrier traps is located in the forbidden zone and one sign
of carrier is immobilized. An examination of the energy loss processes
of moderately fast electrons in insulators indicates that from 15 oV to
3 eV the energy loss is primarily to excitons whereas energy loss to
optical and acoustical phonons occurs down to thermal energies.
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FOREWORD

The objectives of this program were to determine the effects of
gamma and neutron irradiation on dielectric materials and electronic
parts and to apply this knowledge to the accurate prediction of radiation
response in such parts. Further, models of electronic parts were to be
developed which exhibit high radiation resistance.

This research was sponsored by the Defense Atomic Support Agency
under NWer Subtask No. 16. 0091 and was authorized by the Electronic
Components Laboratory, U. S. Army Electronics Command, Fort
Monmouth, N. J., under Contract DA 28-043AMC-01412(E), AMC Code
5900. 21. 830. 44. 00.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the final quarter of the contract, the ion-implantation process
of applying electrodes to Mylar film was perfected. in this process,
metallic ions are accelerated into the substrate material to form a diffuse
interface between the two materials while the surface is continually being
cleaned by sputtering with an inert gas. Contacts on metals, semicon-
ductors, and insulators have demonstrated strong physical bonding, good
electrical contact, and low impurity concentration. A detailed description
of the process and the equipment developed for ion implantation is included
in this report. Results of linear accelerator (Linac) irradiation of a Mylar
capacitor with ion-implanted electrodes are comp,_red with a control
sample which had foil electrodes. Although no dramatic differences were
observed in the transient response, the signals did show dissimilarities,
which are explainable on the basis of better carrier injection by the ion-
implanted electrodes.

Irradiations were also performed with the Linac on a monolithic type
of ceramic capacitor and on two types of glass capacitors. One of the
glass capacitors had conventional glass dielectric, whereas the uther was
constructed with a new dielectric material, Glass-K, that has a high die-
lectric constant comparable to the barium titanate ceramic formulations.
The difference in properties evident in Glass-K are due to the heat treat-
ment given the dielectric material to change it from an amorphous glass
to one which contains microcrystals.

Theoretical examination of the energy loss of relatively low einergy
electrons in insulators is presented to strengthein the arguments rsed in
the theory of transient electrical efects in irradiated insulators.

Further consideration of the results of the transient effects meas-
urerments in Mylar versus temperature that were discussed in the last
quarterly report(Z) are also included in this report.

Accelerator Pulsed Fast Assembly (APRA) irradiations were not
performed during this quarterly period as the joint construction-
operating permit had not yet been issued by the Atomic Energy Commission
and the facility could not be completed.
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2. TRANSIENT RADIATION EFFECTS IN A MYLAR CAPACITOR
WITH ION-IMPLANTED ELECTRODES

A parallel-plate capacitor with ion-implanted aJuminum electrodes
on Mylar was constructed and irradiated with the Linac. The ion implanta-
tion process used to apply the aluminum electrodes on the 1-mil Type C
Mylar is described in detail in Section 3. During each implantation, six
1 in. by I in. capacitor sections were processed on one side by masking
such that an 0. 8 in. by 0. 8 in. electrode was implanted on each section.
Twenty-four such sections were assembled with -mril ' ̀ad foil inter-
leaved in alternate directions between sections to provide the electrical
contact to the implanted electrodes. Stiff fiberglass sheets held the
capacitor sections together by means of metal. clips at each end of the
capacitor. The metal clips also provided electrical contacts to the lead
foils brought out to each end. The construction was similar to that used
in commercial silvered-mica capacitors. As the experimont was per-
formed in vacuum to eliminate effects due to air ionization, no potting
material was used to seal the capacitor except the epoxy used to keep the
metal clips in place. A similar capacitor was constructed in the samne
manner using Mylar from the same original spool of film, but without the
ion-implanted electrodes, for the control sample. Previous rejults of
transient effects measurements of Mylar capacitors with foil electrode
construction and metallized or vapor-plated Mylar had shown essentially
no difference between the response of the two types. (3)

The two capacitors were irradlatud with 30-MeV electrons from the
Linac at 2 x 109 rads (Cu)/sec with 4-pscc pulses. The test circuit,
utillzinz a 10-k•l series-measuring resistor, was described in an earlier
report.(4) The results of the test were as follows:

I. The total signal (prompt plus delayed) was the same within a
few percent in both types for the first pulse.

2. The total signal from the foil type for the tenth pulse was 5 to 10
percent less than the signal from the ion-implanted Mylar
capacitor. The foil type achieved its final value after three to
four pulses, or about 30,000 rads (Cu), whereas the signals
from the ion-implanted capacitor decreased more slowly for
eight to nine pulses, or about 90, 000 rads (Cu). Figure 2. 1
illustrates the magnitude of the response of the first and tenth
pulses for each capacitor.
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3. The pro!.npt signal was a few percent larger in the foil-type
capacitor after correction for the different secondary emission
slgnals at OV, as indicated in Fig. Z. 2.

4. The delayed component of conductivity was about 50 percent
larger in the capacitor with the ion-implanted contacts. The
tracings of the transient signals from both capacitors in
Fig. 2. 3 show the difference in the delayed components after
the initial prompt rise in the signal.

The observation that the transient-response signals decreased more
slowly with succeeding pulses in the capacitor with the Ion-implanted
electrodes indicated that polarization was still taking place and that the
electrodes were not perfectly injecting but that they were better than the
foil type. During the pulse of ionizing radiation, the Insulator-electrode
interface is essentially bathed in a plasma such that there should have
been little or no difference in the prompt response of the two capacitors.
Slight material differences due to variatlons in the treatment of the two
Mylar samnples, such as the heating during the cleaning and Implantation
process, could account for the difference observed. The larger delayed
conductivity signal in the ion-implanted type is an indication of a better
electrode than the foil type, since the former allowed delayed charge to
reach the contacts after the ionizing pulse and be observed in the extornal
circuit rather than be trapped at the insulator-eleetrodu interface.

Further invost.gatlons of the effects of varying the duw• and dows
rate are plarnned.
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3. ION-IMPLANTATION TECHNIQUE

3. 1. INTRODUCTION

A description of the techniques of ion implantation and the equipment
utilized is given in this section. The techniques and the necessary support
equipment have been developed in the past six months. The advantages
and limitations of ion imlantation are also pointed out.

Ion 4mplantation, or ion plating, is used to form a diffused metallic
interface between two dissimilar materials. The diffused surface layer
provides a strong physical bond, good electrical contact, and low impurity
concentrations. Insulators, semiconductors, and metals have been plated
by this method, and each of these three different types of substrates re-
quires a different approach to successfully implant a metal layer. Four
articles by D. M. Mattox(5"8) were most helpful in developing the tech-
niques which are described here.

3. 2. ION IMPLANTATION

Iln general, ion implantation consists in injeccing metal ions into a
substrate material. The metal ions are normally formed from a mltal
vapor iv an argon plasma and the ions are accelerated toward the substrate
by a large negative potential gradient. Upon arrival at the surface, the
high-energy ions cause several interactions: they knock off physically
adsorbed impurities; their high energy allows them to break the chemical
bonds of oxides; and,finally, their momentum carries them deep into the
lattice of the substrate. Some substrate atoms are displaced and sputtered
into the vacuum, others form intorstitials in the lattice. After a period of
time, the surface of the substrate is free of chemically and physically
adsorbed imnpurities %nd a diffused interface of the substrate and metal
begins to form. As n:,ore and more metal ions are implanted, the surface
becomes more m.tallic.

Metal ions have been formed by two different methods. The first
method is to establish a plasma with a noble gas. The meta to be im-
piinted is evaporated into the plasma,where it is ionized. These metal
ions drift through the plasma and eventually fall through the potential
gradient between the plasma and the cathode on which the substrate is
mounted. The ions from this type of source are not monoenergetic. Most
of these ions are, in fact, at low energies. This type of source is easier
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to run and the equipment requirements are not as extensive as the second
type of source. The second method of producing metal ions does not re-
quire a noble-gas partial pressure and the ions are essentially monoener-
getic. The ions are formed inside a small chamber and extracted. These
ions then fall through the full cathode potential.

The plasma implantation technique is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 3. 1. Both methods will be discussed in more detail.

3.3. THE VACUUM SYSTEM

A high-vacuum evaporator system is used to house the implanting
equipmrnt. This system has a clean base pressure of 7 X 10-7 torr. The
system is composed of a fore pump, a molecular- sieve cryogenic trap on
the fore line, a, 4-in. oil diffusion pump, a cryogenically cooled chevron
baffle, and an 18-in. Pyrex jar.

The stainless-steel base plate is equipped with various ports and
feodthroughs. A linear rotary-motion feedthrough is available. Paddles
attached to this feedthrough are used to baffle the pumping port when a
slower pumping speed is desired and to optically shield a substrate from
a metal-vapor source. An electrically insulated tube is located in the
center of the vacuum system to leak in gas at a controlled rate. There
are three different valves for controlling the leak rate into the system --
a variable leak valve is used for a fine control of the leak rate; a manual
on-off valve is provided for manual control; and a solenoid valve, which is
normally used in conjunction with the plas-na-ion source, is located in
series with the other two -valves. The solenoid valve is operated by a
meter relay. The meter relay monitors the current being drawn at the
cathode. If the current exceeds a predetermined value, the solenoid is
closed and the pressurc in the vacaumn system falls. With a decrease in
pressure, the current also decreases. At a predetermined lower limit,
the solenoid is opened and the pressure and current begin to rise slowly.
Normally, the maximrui current is set at 45 mA and the minimum current
at 40 mA. The regulator can easily maintain the current within these
limits. The prescribed operation of this leak-rate control system is as
follows. The maximum and minimum values of the current is set on the
meter relay; the mnanual and variable leak valves are closed. The cathode
voltage is set at the prescribed voltage; the relay control switch is turned
on. With the variable leak valve closed, the manual valve is opened;
while the current meter on the power supply is monitored, the variable
leak valve is slowly opened. The leak valve is adjusted until, with the
solenoid in an open position, the current rises at a very slow rate. After
the controls have been set in this way, the current will slowly oscillate
between the two values set on the master relay.

8
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Thez.e are two bell jars for this system. The first--a standard
18*-in. -diam jar with a dome top--was used with the first series of tests.
The substrate holder used with this jar had no facilities for heating or
cooling the sample. The second jar is an 18-in. -diam, 24-in. -high

cylinder, on top of which is a 19-in. -diarn stainless steel flange. Six
high-voltage feedthroughs are mounted on the flange. The sample holder
used with this jar can be heated or cooled and the temperature of the

sample mount can be monitored during the implantation.

3.4. SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The high-voltage cathode power supply is normally run with a nega-
tive voltage output. Its output is with respect to ground. An interlock is
provided such that when the bell jar is in an open position, the high voltage
is interrupted. This supply is not well regulated, and the voltage changes
with a changing current. It has a maximum voltage of 20, 000 V and
maximum current of 50 mA. The output lead of this supply is in series
with a 50, 000-ohm resistor, whiuh acts as a partial current-limiting dc.-
vice and also stabilizes the discharge. A schematic of this support sys-
tem is shown in Fig. 3. 2.

3. 5. CATHODE AND SHIELD DESIGN

In order to establish a localized plasma discharge, the cathode
assembly and sample holder must be carefully designed as it is desirable
to have the plasma strike only the face of the substrate holder. If the
plasma strikes extraneous parts of the cathode, contaminants will be
sputtered into the plasma, where they will be ionized and possibly im-
planted in the substrate. To localize the plasma to the area around the
substrate holder, electrostatic shields arc used. These shield,,, also
prevent the evaporated metal and ionized metal from coating the insulator
that supports the cathode. As pointed out by Mattox, (5-8) these shields
are effective only if they are placed within an electron moan free path of
the cathode section to be shielded. A separation of 0. 25 in. is quite
effective for pressures less than 20p. If it is desired to have the argon
pressure higher than that, the separation distance must be reduced.
Electrically, the shields are allowed to float. The cathode, of course, is
at a high negative potential with respect to ground. Two different cathode
shield designs have worked quite well. The first cathode design, as pre-
viously mentioned, has no provisions for temperature control or tempera-
ture nmonitoring. A nondimensional drawing of this shield design is shown
in Fig. 3. 3. The second cathode assembly, which is now being used, has
these provisions. Schematics for the isolation transformers, heaters,
and therrnocouples are given in Figs. 3. 2 and 3. 4. A scale drawing for
the second cathode design is given in Fig. 3. 5. All temperature control
and monitoring can be done while the cathode assembly is at high voltage.

10
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Both cathode assemblies must be cleaned periodically. When an
abnormal discharge occurs, it usually is an indicatiu,, fhat the assembly
needs to be cleaned. When abnormal breakdown does occur, the high-
voltage cathode power supply will indicate an overcurrent condition. Thi3
type of breakdown happens much too fast for the current regulator systerr,
previously mentioned, to respond; repeated abnormal discharges can
perforate the electrostatic shields. All metal parts are cleaned with
water and alcohol. The ceramic parts are cleaned of all metal that has
been deposited.

After each run, the cathode assembly is heated to expel the water
that condenses inside the reservoir. Failure to do this will result in the
cooling system becoming plugged with ice during the next cooling cycle.

Two thermocouple meters mounted inside the high-voltage section
are used to measure the temperature from -200' C to +400° C. An insu-
lated switch is provided to change scales. There are two thermocouples
mounted on the cathode assembly; one measures the temperature on the
back face of the sample holder and the other monitors the temperature
inside the liquid nitrogen reservoir and provides a crude measurement
of the liquid nitrogen level.

The physical shape of the sample holder determines to a large de-
gree the plasma form and the implantation rate. Several different typ!,,
of sample holders have bcn used. The uniformity of the implantation
can be determined by visually inspecting the plasma shape. The implai1a-
tion will be thickest where the plasma intensity is greatest. Two types of
sample holder that have 'been used with success and the shape of the
plasmna are shown in Fig. 3. 6. Intensifiers may be added at points where
the plasma is weak. The intensifiers provide secondary electrons in
localized areas and thus intensify the plasma in those areas.

3. 6. METAL EVAPORATION

After a stable, localized plasma is achieved, the metal to be im-
planted must be injected into the plasma by evaporation. The evaporation
of most metals is a straightforward process. Some metals, however, are
not easily evaporated. Aluminum, which is used for implantation of semi.-
conductors and insulators, is particularly troublesome to evaporate.
Several weeks were spent trying to develop a continuous source of alumi-
num which could be used for extended periods of time. The electron bom-
bardment technique would be useful in a straight evaporation process, but
it is not suitable for ion implantation because of the presence of the plasma
and the high partial pressure of argon.

15
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Tungsten and tantalum boats were the first type of boats tried.
These boats proved to be unsatisfactory for evaporation of alurninum.
The aluminum etched the boat and large holes wvere formed during the
first minute of evaporation. Several other materlals were tried, includ-
ing boron nitride, alumina, and graphite. These, too, were found to be
unsuitable. It was finally deterrined that t-ngsten filaments were the
best available method for aluminum evaporation. These filaments have
to be loaded with aluminum at the beginning of each run. The filaments
also have to be changed after every three or four evaporation runs.
Commercial filaments were found to be less versatile than those which
could be made in the laboratory. Tungsten wire with a 0. 06 in, dian,-
eter is easily formed into the desired filament shape. The filamint
shown in Fig. 3. 7 has the longest filament Life. This configuration was
also designed to approXimate a plane soirce as a plane source provides
a more uniform depositiun than a point source; in addition, n'Iore uni-
form heating of each strand of the filanumnt is attailied with this design.
Soft aluminum is cut and formed into small hooks which are placed on
the flat section of each strand. When the aluminum melts, the surface
tunsion causes it to ball up and hang from the f1larment. The molten ball
will then spin acout the axis of thu strand and run back and Xorth along
the flat suction of the strand. This approximAtes four line sources in a
plane. Because the ball runs along the strand, the tungston Is etched
mnore uniformly, thus giving a much longer filament lifo, Aij shovvn in
Fig. 3. 8, the filaments are shielded to prevent coating thio vacuull) walls.
A mirror placed as shownm allows one to observo the filamunt.

Nickel aud nichronie oxhibit the same characturistics as aluluminum
when thliy arc, evaporated flrom rfrLaVtUV'y 111ULaL boats or filarI11tAs,
These metals, however, can be evapourated from refractory miutal boats
with alumina and boronx niitride coatixgs. Boats of this type are comnior-
cially available.

MOWetls such as copper and gold do not work well with filaments
because of their low surface tension in a, molten 8tiate, Tantaluin boats
are suititAlO for such mnotals. TLantaLum boats are easily formed fronm
10-nill twitalum sheet.

V~ a high partial pressure of a noble gas is used for the evaporation,
sorni of the equipment in the chainbor will be coated with an amorphous
black material; uoretimes this also 'occurs dol-iig implantation. A
spectral analysis hao shown that this black soot is a puro anmorphotus

form of the evaporated motal.
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3. 7. MONOENERGETIC ION SOURCE

To obtain deeper penetration and higher-energy metal ions, a con-
ventional ion source was designed and built. The metal ions are created
inside the source and extracted. These ions then fall through the full
cathode potential. A noble gas is not required to sustain this source.

A pure aluminum plasma is established inside the source by using
an energetic electron source, a neutral aluminum vapor, and appropriate
electric and magnetic fields to enhance the ionization process. By
optically shielding the aluminum vapor source, a low neutral efflux is
maintained. Other metals can be used for the vapor source if desirable.

Electrons emitted from a hot tungsten filament are accelerated and in-
jected into a field-free region. A magnetic field of about 400 gauss is
directed normal to the direction of the electron line of flight. Aluminum

evaporated into this region is ionized by the orbiting electrons.
Aluminum ions drift out of the field-free region and are extracted past
the electron emitter into the chamber. These extracted ions then fall
through the full cathode potential and are implanted into the substrate
mounted on the cathode. With the source configuration shown in Fig. 3. 9,
a 30-mA beam can be maintained for approximately 2 min.

By leaking in argon, the source can be run on the residual argon.
A partial pressure of 4 x 10-4 torr is required. At this pressure, the
mnean free path of the argon ion is well over 1 meter. This fact assures
that the ions are monoenergetic and have not experienced any collisions
during their flight between the source and the cathode. This monoener-
getic argon ion source can be used to clean the substrate surface prior to
implantation of the metal.

This ion source has been run several times with no apparent prob-
lems. This type of monoenergetic ion source has many experimental
advantages over the plasma source. Because the metal ions are mono-
energetic, the energy and depth of penetration may be controlled to prod-
uce more consistent results. The absence of the plasma eliminates most
contaminant sputtering and subsequent implantation. The possibilit of
using this source for general production of samples is questionable.

3. 8. ION IMPLANTATION ON MYLAR

Metals, insulators, and semiconductors have all been successfully
implanted with ionized metal. Implanted metal surfaces have been solder-
ed and spot-welded with reasonable success, and ohmic contacts have been
made on high- resistivity semiconductors.
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Implanting metal ions in insulators is the most difficult of the three
types of substrates. Because of the low thermal conductivity associated
with insulator materials, the exposed surface and implanted film may be--
come very hot. The low electrical conductivity results in a large surface-
charge buildup, Arcing across the surface film during the implantation
will burn holes in the film and insulators.

Glass, quartz, mica, and Mylar have been implanted with aluminum
and copper. The general information for establishing the plasma and the
cleaning procedures are all applicable to the process of insulator im-
plantation. Most of the problems arise at the surface of the sample. To
reduce the problem of high surface temperatures, lower power levels are
used in the implantation of the metal. The substrate holder is usually
cooled to a low temperature prior to starting the plasma. To reduce the
surface charge, a screen is mounted over the sample about 0. 25 in. from
the surface. This screen is at the same potential as the cathode. The
purpose of this screen is to establish an equipotential surface in front of
the substrate. The screen will produce many secondary electrons du.e to
the ion bombardment. These electrons will tend to neutralize the positive
charge on the surface of the insulator. The screen also reduces the num-
ber of secondary electrons which leave the surface of the insulator. Some
neutral fiux and some ions will reach the insulator even if the screen is
absent. It will be observed, however, that as the conductive film begins
to form, arcing across the surface will occur. When one point of the film
touches the mask or any part of the cathode, the surface charge will rush
to the point of contact and subsequently burn the film and insulator. It
has also been found that if both sides of a thin dielectric are to be im-
planted, the front, or first, side of the film must be insulated electrically
from the cathode when implanting the reverse side. Mica was implanted
on both sides, and it was found that the front side of the film would burn
and pit when the reverse side was implanted. The reverse side was obvi-
ously in a cooler environment as it was pressed against the sample holder,
but yet it was destroyed each time. When Mylar was implanted, large
holes would be torn in the Mylar when implanting the second or reverse
side. The substrate would remain intact until the initial metal began to
implant itself into the Mylar. It was apparent that the problem is electri-
cal in nature. It is not yet clear why the phenomenon occurs. The prob-
lem was eliminated by placing a 1-mil sheet of Mylar between the sub-
strate holder and the dielectric sample when implanting both sides.

Using the above information, most insulators can be implanted with
a tough adherent film. Mylar, because of its low melting point, required
some additional techniques to successfully implant it. The sample hc(lder
for Mylar is made of aluminum in the shape shown in Fig. 3. 10. The
Mylar film is stretched over the curved face and spring-loaded. Loops
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are made at each ena of the Mylar strip, as shown. Ordinary cellophane
tape is quite suitable for this. A thin rod is placed through each loop (as
shown) and hooked by the two spring -vires. The exposed surface is
cleaned with ethyl alcohol. The aluminum mask is placed over the sur-
face but does not touch the Mylar. The screen is placed over the mask
and the intensifiers are fitted at each end to provide a uniform deposition.
This unit is then screwed tightly against the cathode. Two shields are
slipped down around the Mylar sample holder to limit the plasma to the
surface only. The sample holder is heated to 150°C during the pump-
down. This anneals any small wrinkles and helps to clean the surface of
the Mylar. After the pressure is below I x 10-5 torr, liquid nitrogen is
pumped into the cathode reservoir. After about a 5-min delay to allow
the sample holder to reach equilibrium, the cleaning process is started.
The cathode voltage is initially set at 6, 000 V. When a current density of
0. 3 mA per square centimeter is maintained by adjusting the argon pres-
sure, the cathode voltage is 3, ZOO V, owing to the voltage drop across
the stabilizing resistor and the voltage decrease in the power supply. A
cleaning period of about 30 min is required at that power level to clean the
surface of the Mylar. After this cleaning period, the aluminum is intro-
duced into the argon plasma. The implantation can be observed. An
initial tan hue will first appear. This quickly changes to the metallic
color of aluminum. After the implantation has covered the surface, the
pressure can be reduced rapidly by shutting the manual control valve for
the argon leak. The plasma will reduce in intensity and stop and the sur-
face will continue to be coated but with an evaporated film. The substrate
holder is then heated back up to 1500 C. This anneal eliminates the
wrinkles that formed due to the aluminum coating. The process is re-
peated for the reverse side, but care must be taken to insulate the alumi-
nized surface from the cathode.

3. 9. CONCLUSION

The results of this work have shown that ion i.mplantation can be
used as a very effective technique for plating various surfaces. Although
the methods described here have been quite successful, simpler techniques
will probably evolve with continued investigation. The ion-plating system
has proved to be quite functional.
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4. TRANSIENT RADIATION EFFECTS IN MYLAR

VERSUS TEMPERATURE

The data in Table 1 were taken during irradiation of a Mylar
capacitor from liquid nitrogen temperature (LN) up to room temperature
and were reported in the fourth quarterly report. (2) The delayed con-
ductivity signals were analyzed into the individual exponential components
listed. It was noted that the time constants of the two shortest components
(-6 Lsec and - 40 Asec) were essentially independent of temperature,
although the magnitudes of the components indicated fairly strong temper-
ature dependence. Carrier lifetimes in the conduction band in insulators
are usually orders of magnitude shorter than the observed decay times.
Therefore, recombination processes occur after the carriers, electrons
for example, are trapped and thermally untrapped many times before
recombining with holes at recombination centers. At room temperature,
the decay of the radiation-induced conductivity was fitted to a hyperbolic
form, indicative of direct recombination, only out to 100 psec. It seems
most reasonable to attribute the observed response to a continuous distri-
bution of traps in the forbidden zone in addition to the relative immobility
of one sign of carrier. Under these conditions it is possible to have an
observed time constant which is relatively insensitive to temperature and
a photocurrent which increases slowly with temperature, (9) as displayed
in Mylar. It is necessary, according to this model, that the rate of
exchange between conduction electrons and trapped electrons be large
colnpared to the rate of exchange with recombination centers. The
recombination centers or primary centers can be a factor of 108 larger
than the number of electrons in the conduction band and a desensitizing
effect is observed in which the photocurrent is reduced to 10-8 times the
photocurrent in the absence of trapping. Since replenishment of carriers
in the conduction band from the traps takes place during the recombination
process, the observed time constant is considerably longer than carrier
lifetime. In this model To = 10-I Tnp /nc , where T 0 is the observed delay
time, r is the average carrier lifetime, np is the number of trapped holes
(-I01 5 /cm 3 ), and nc is the number of conduction electrons (107 to 1015/
cjn 3 ). In the absence of replenishment, the observed time constant is
much shorter. Depending on trap depths, both decay time constants may
occur in the same specimen, leading to observation of long and short
components in the decay curve. Thus, it is reasonable that the entire
decay curve could be analyzed into several components with time constants
which were insensitive to temperature.
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The reduction in photocurrent at the end of the experiment compared
to the original value at room temperature is evidence of deep carrier
traps which were filled during the irradiation at the low temperatures and
which were not thermally emptied as the temperature was raised back to
room temperature. This effect has been observed in other insulators that
again displayed the original photocurrent at room temperature after the
samples had been heated.(10

It is somewhat presumptuous to apply band models to Mylar, which
does not resemble the inorganic crystalline solids usually associated with
such models; however, the behavior of the observed response may be
fitted to such models and therefore they are of value until additional ex-
periments lead to more definitive models.
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5. LINAC 'TESTS OF CERAMIC AND GLASS CAPACITORS

Linac irradiations of two new types of capacitors wore performed to
see if a significant improvement in transient radiation response was evi-
dent. Only one sample of each type was tested as this was only a survey
to determine whether further testing would be desirable. Irradiation
exposure rates of 107 to 109 rads (Cu)/soc were employed.

The ceramic capacitor has a capacity of 0. 1 /r at a working voltage
of 100 V. Thin films of ceramnic and electrode matorial are fused Into a
monolithic solid that is 0. 3 in. by 0. 3 in. by 0. 1 in. in sizo. The large
temperature coefficient of these high-dielectric-constant cor anmi forunu-
lations, which have a ± 15% chanige in capacity over the temperature
interval -55 'C to 125 *C, limits their use to noncritical circuit applica-
tions. No delayed conductivity was observed with 4-psuc Linau pulses.
The prompt coefficient, Kp, was calculated from the expression I K) VC

where V is voltage applied in volts, C is capacity in farads, 'Y is the
exposure rate in R/sec, A is a constant between 0. 5 anid 1. 0, and 6 1 is tho
prompt current in amperes. The resulting value, Kp) = 1. 1 X10, is com-
parable with previously ineasurd monolithic capacitors fron-mi -othuw
manufacturer. ( 1)

Two glass capacitors from Corning Glass Works wore irradiated,
one of which--a conventional type with a 0. 01-pd" capacity--has been
available for several years. It has a temperature coefficiunt of 140 ppn•
over the temperature range -55 'C to 125 'C, resulting in loss than ±LI2%
capacity change over this temperature interval. It is a stable capat:itor,
having a dielectric constant of about 8. 4. The second glass capacitor has
a dielectric called Glass.-K. Three formulations of this material are
available with dielectric constants up to two orders of magnitude larger
than that of ordinary glass. This high dielectric constant is achieved
through heat treatment of the glass, which forms mnicrocrystals thruugh-
out the dielectric. As the dielectric constant is increased, the tempera-
ture stability decreases, as with ceramic dielectrics. Table 2 lists the
maximum capacity available with each temperature stability cinaracturistic
over the ter-,.,erature range -55 'C to +125 'C. All the listed capacitor's
have the same physical size--0. 25 in. long by 0. 14 in. dianmetur.
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'Table 2

N'axinium Temper aturc
Capac itance Stability Coofficiont,

(JAI"' Characte ristic N%

0. 0 T1 +2, - 10

0. 039 U +2, -15

0. 100 V +10, -40

Sarnplhs having U and V characturistics ware ordered, but the 0. 1-
j,, V-typa capacitors arrived too late fur tuetbig. Under thu manic test
conditiols Ui8 thotse used for the ceramic capacitor, the pr'ompt coefficient
for thu ordinary glait4 capacitor was Kp u 4.5 x 10-7 and for thu Glass-K
capacitur with 0. 039 'F capacity and utability characteristic U it was

p r- 2, 3 x 10-7. No delayod conductivity was obsurvud with 4-Asoc Linac
puluuu. It is possiblu that the dieluctric Lorniulatiun with characteristic
V would have wi even urnallur Kpp howuver, itU wide turnpuraturcu ttability
tolurw'co would prevent itU uue ib critical circuits in the •uau way that
cu ramic c apac ito rs aru limited,

- - -. ~r-~ , - .



6. ENERGY LQ50S OF MODERATELY FAST

ELECTRONS IN INSULATORS

6.1 INTRODTJCTION

Electron energy loss in materials is a process that has been studied

extensively; however, little attention has been given to the later stages of

the process.(12) In order to obtain better numerical estimates for the

theory of transient radiation respoinse discussed in a previous report,(l)

the slowing down of electrons whose energy is 100 eV or less is examined

in detail. It is assumed that the Bethe theory, based on electronic excita-

tions, is sufficient to giv, he range down to this energy. Thus, the mech-

anisms whereby an elec' 'on transfers energy to those excitations in a

solid which have low energy ai'c treated here,

The Harmiltonian for the undisturbed solid contains ternms which give

rise to all of the excitations that can exist in the solid. It is not necessary

to write down this I-Tamiltonian but merely to list the types of excitations

that are known to exist and their approximate or ,rgy: acoustic phonions

(0 to 0.03 eV), optical phonons (0.03 eV), dipolar relaxation (characterized

by a time rd' with 0:5 1±/r d 0.03 eV), excitons (2 to 10 eV), band-to-band

electronic transitions (2 eV and greater), and plasmons (15 eV). There

are also interactions between these excitations.

The term solid in the above context is usually taken to mean a per-

fect crystal, It is fair to say that this is because the mathematics are

thereby simplified rather than because the phenomena are different. For

example, there is probably not much difference in the range of a fast

electron in a solid metal or a liquid metal or, more appropriate for the

iroblem at hand, in quartz or glass. Thus, the term solid is extended to

mean any dense material, which, in this context, includes organic
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polymers and liquids. Of course, the initial testing of the theory will best

be done in a well-understood material, i.e., in a perfect crystal.

A crude estimate is made of the contribution of various loss mech-

anisms for an energy low enough that band-to-band and plasmon excita-

Lions are not important, It is foutnd that the losses to excitons and to

acoutstic phonons dominate.

6.2 MATHEIMATICAL DETAILS

The method used here to treat the problem is to relate the energy

loss of the electroun to the imaginary part of the dielectric constant (which

in turn gives the energy loss of a photon propagating through the crystal).

This method has been fruitful in studying the energy lost to collective

1,lasrna oscillations. It is fitting to note, however, that this method
(14)

was first used in a problem akin to the one studied here.

If an extra electron is added to the solid, there will be a coupling

between the excitations listed above and the charge, For those excitations

that involve only electrons, the coupling can be written most easily in

terms of the interaction energy of two charge densities, The charge den.

sity of the electrons in the solid, in terms of its Fourier cotefficients in

space, is -upI, The charge due to the extra electron, written in terms of
its Fourier coefficients in space and time, is -cu0ke , (C4,tvntionally,

this interaction is considered to be turned on slowly from t = -•0 by soei,
I6t

factor e, , with 6'-)0. Au this is considered to be a device emplh0yd to

ensure that the correct contours will be taken when doing the Fourier'

integrals, this factor is, for Convenience, omitted. The subsc ripts oln.r

are also omitted.) The form (1 ) of the electron interaction is

4+ i i wt)

kk

Now consider1 the energy, of in~teraction with the optical j)hl•inol,

The optical phonons will, in general, be accompanled by a polarization
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of the molecules. The strength of the mode of wave vector k is labeled

Q.(k), where j stands for both the vector component of the displacement
3 .thand the type of mode, A phenomenological relation between the I

component of the macroscopic electric polarization M and the opticali

mode Q. is assumed; this relation has the form

M. = eM..Q. (2)
1 13 J

The convention that repeated indices are to be summed will be followed.

It should be noted here that M has been used to denote polarization; the

symbol P, which is commonly used for polarization, will be employed for

a different quantity. The extra energy that exists when a field E ex(r)

generated by the extra electron is applied and the material has a polari-

zation M is

(r)ph I M * (r) d 3 r ( -(k) M(k) , (3)

k

The field generated by the extra charge ar must satisfy Poisson' s equation

ik' .Zex (k) = -4'r a , (4)

Further, if the retardation effects are ignored, the field is longitdcti•kal

(alonlg k), tio the solution to Eq. (4) is

It
E =i ;t14ecr a N•

The use of Eq. (5) fo Ee allowu Eq. (3) to be wil'itton in much tlluex

same foi'm as lfjq. (1). Thus, the total Interaction found so far can be

deiscribed in turmns of a more elaborate charge opri'tLtor:

1  ) - l-Mt, (6),

and thws

III -t 1 4- 1 (4 7ro 2 / I 2) 1_ 4 iwt
int t k occ (7)

k
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If moleculcs in the solid have a permanent dipole moment, it can be in-

cluded formally as a zero-frequency phonon mode. If this dipole moment

has two (or more) stable positions, two or more zero-frequency modes

can be used. The transitions between these modes give rise to the dipole

l e (16,17)

There is one other loss mechanism that occurs - the coupling to

acoustic phonons. It may be that this mechanism appears such a low

energy that it is not of interest--i.e., by the time an electron' s energy

drops to kT, it may be meaningless to inquire into its range frorn that

point on; even so, it should be mentioned for completeness, The deforma-

Lion potential model., which is valid for semiconductors, will be used.(18'19)

Here, the interaction is assumed to be proportional to the strain, which in

turn is the derivative of the displacement, The displacement of the

acoustic modes, which carry no polarization, is labeled-q. The interaction

energy will be

I =+ i47rZ /k2q iWt,.*0q ,r (8)
ac ij Ij

k

whereuj ij is the deformation potential tension that is set up when all

electron is present. 4ij has been normalized somewhat differently than

usual so that it will frt the standard format used,

'J,'lhu coupling between the electron and the various excitation modes

of the solid have now been obtained in Eqs. (7) and (8). 'TIherre is now the

i)roblem of cal culating the energy transferred (or lost) from the electron

to the solid. The easiest way to calculate this energy loss is to calclllate

lie probability that the solid has beun excited fromn its initial state, 0, to

a state ii, Conservation of unorgy then ensures that the electron has lost

eCner'gy E - 0 tiw . That the expression for e1nergy loss is idontical,

to a certain expression involving the dielectric constant remains to b.)e

8lhowii,
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The energy loss, W(kw), will be found here without formal proof.

This will be done because the answer can be essentially copied out of

Pines. (1 The difference is that where Pines treats a problem with the

single operator p k' the sum

+* +
Pk + iki13jqj' (9)

is -ased here. Thus, Pine' s "golden rule" result and the generalized

interaction derived here is written as

27r /4ire 2 ) (+2
W(k w) 2 2 k I(P i + ik q .Jq)n0 6(w - W1nO). (10)

t k nnn

Actually, Eq. (10) probably requires considerably more justification

than given here. In the first place, it is based on the assumption that the

electron is sufficiently localized in space that it has a unifuor, momenturn

density. In other words, we have set lol2 = 1. It is conceivable that at

the lower energies, the wave packet describing the electron will be sp)read

out so much that Ial2 must be a not-so-slowly-varying function of k. A

second point that must be checked is whether the interactions are indeed

weak enough that only the first term in the perturbation soeries can be

retained, Arisumlng this will be done in the future, Eq. (10) will bo

accepted as valid for tlhe moment,

For' convenience later, Eq, (10) is written in a slightly different,

form. Q, q, and /) aire all, boson operators, This nmuans, fi,) r ({ample,

that (q) 0 is zero uhlss the only difference between state n and Ot.te 0

is that n contains onei more acoustic phonon of type J. It 1s astuitned that

the wave functions can be written as a pr-oduct of states containing

acoustic 1)honoas (labeled II) and states containing optical pllozlnH and

electronic excitations (labeled (y) Thus, Fdq, (10) (. an bo wt\'ittlut iii two

parts:
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W(kw) =37 (47re 22 1P kJ2 6(U) 0 0-w

+ (k q (W A (11)

wii > f30 0 - I >
[3

Now, the calculation of the dielectric constant, c, can be considered.

If a polarization such as M is present, E must satisfy Poisson' s equation,

in which the source of E is all of the free charge minus the divergence

of , (20)

ik Ek -4rc [e(j) +pxt) + ik M (12)

in Eq. (12), p ext is thu external charge used to establish a field to probe

the solid, The definition of C(ko) is that 1E obeys a Poisson equiation in

which only the external charge appears; thus,

Cik I E -i 4'ru t (13)

E,.~tU.Ioos (12) and (1:3) may ue combined to yield

C" 4 v 'r 1) x t

() 1I, in to rnmlt] of thu op)urato 1 P dufined in Eq. (6),

1 (I i)L (It -- ' ) 4" 1) U xt,-; -

Thc vuluu iluauuit'ud for 1/(c wtill d( po •tt l. (1'P) hv 1) iu Hilimo•-mi'oo d

tatutL Of tho solid in• thu pvrUuU11cv of 1)~t

Again, thiLA it; exactly tliho saire u qation au 1•i'n u ubtainu fulo 1/(

'I'llti it , 1W()i])l fo) r (1 ,) 1ay 1w u pl)(ut , d to f il4,ow I ( l j'(oH • j- , I j) ' i
HW M W h,1IIO~ ' IJYfI)hi

k(16)

i(,,( /• • I q "-2- I()• ),0 W W

.s2
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The last term in Eq. (17) represents a gain of energy by the field, i.e.,

stimulated emission. If the solid is at zero temperature, such processes

would be impossible (i.e., con0 > 0 for all n). Even at elevated tempera-

tures, the number of such processes should be small enough that they

can be ignored.

A comparison of Eq. (11) for the energy loss with Eq. (17) for

Ims(/e) allows the expression for energy loss to be written as follows:

87re 2 1

+ 27r+ (i k..\* q+) 2

/3

X MW( go W) " o(W0 + W)], (18)

According to Eq. (18), there is a term in the energy-loss expression that

is not given by the dielectric constant, This is becvuse, as stated pre-

viously, the acoustic modes are not: accompanied by a polarizatiou of any

sort, so the externally generated field is not coupled to thefso modes, If'

this is correct, it is logical to ask why the electron is coulpled to them,

The answer is that the allowed energy levels depend on the position of tho

atoms, Any change in the putitito, be it a uniform cumpto-nssion or an

acoustic wave, indteh(1s a chango in the elorgy of the cl.ctrvons, The

electrons can follow the lattice adiabatically so an electric field im never

guneratud during thie process, The proof (or disproof, as the case may, be)

of the above statements is an interesting physical problem, As mentioned

before, It iN not :clear whlth, r this proceoms affects the total range, of the

electron but it is most important at vory low energies,

6A3 FORMULA FOR LINEAR RANGE

If Eq. (18) is 1-, ctptecd for the energy loss, a large part of tie p,'ob.

1011 Is solve(d concUptually. Much detailed analytic work remdins,
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however, before the range can be found. As a first step, let us find the

linear range. This is given, in the continuous method, by the expression(21)

E0R = I9a)
"J -dE/dx(
Ef

In Eq. (19a), E 0 is the initial energy and Ef is the final energy. The

energy loss per unit range, dE/dx, is found from the energy loss per unit

time, dE/dt, by

dE =1 dE (I9b)
dx v dt

where v is the velocity, Now W is the probability of losing energy t(,') and

mnomentum Ilk per unit time per unit volume in k space; thus the expecta.

tion (mean value) of the energy loss per unit time is

"" (2r) j d3 k 'h W(kI ), (20)

The perturbation theory by which W(kw) was derived must con.

serve energy and momentum (even though this was not explicitly

indicatd), Thus, if Pil P r are the initial and final electron momentum

fol. a, given collision,

1'3 lf + Ihk (ZI la)

1M 2M 1 f21 p. P1 +•'w (•.1 b)

U I--W--" (t'1~ (Zic)
t~t- P~

We as sumu hk X Pi (which may not be true when the electron onorgy is

lo st than t ijVlb t 11 UV), so t:010 last turin' in Eq. (21 c) cuan be droppedd, Thiii,

th, hsum ovor cw van bu rup)laced by iai integral timnes a delta ft'•ution:

dit 1] P 0k kd Jr It -( - k -v) Im 'C- (22)

We iiow i so cy lindrical cooirdinat-as for k, with the axim along v, and Into -

Sr"Itv ov .Ir cIkil to rem( ove tle del-ta ftictioun, We also awistme c to be
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independent of k. All of these steps reduce Eq. (22) to

dE 2e 2  1- kL dkj.
= - dw Irnr (2:3)

vdt 7r--" k2 + (w/v)2

The conservation of momentum has not been completely specified

by just ensuring that Eq. (21c) is satisfied, If we look at the following

scatte'i'ig diagram

MAXIMUM VALUE OF411I

MAXIMUM VALUE OF AA,

%vw tcie that requiiring hkil to b• smnall altou fui'com k. to be uiall. ',hu si

w% take

Whe•ou Vy i s•me 111.1uber of uordo r unity, Tlihe intgiz'a1l of P"q. (23)) ovoi It

will thus give a numik r' ic al Lactor of 1/ 2 logM (Y4 +I 1), wvhich io I loucoft) I-th

druppod,

F'iaally, wo i,'u miak that the e0lectron can U Cai'v(ly lo9 muv• 0'eo gy

il 11 collision thall it IwoL initially; i'v, therO P 1 all Ul)jW bomild )11 (0,

1,q*tiutiozi (23) hal now beou red' ced to the oimple forim

IE 2ttI_ -1 (/ -

0
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6.4 NUMERICAL ESTIMATES OF RANGE

The job now (apart from justifying a great number of assumptions I

is to evaluate the integral in Eq, (25) for materials of interest, which has

not actually been done yet. It has, however, proven to be utseful in evalluat-

ing the order of magnitude of dE/dt as it; is determined by the various

excitations that occur, As an example, suppose the dielectric constant is

composed of the sum of three terms

C + C d + Cph 4-, Cex (Z6)

whie re

* l T dipole tfrm, (27a)

ph .. 2 optical pholnoii, (271))

w /w/ p) iw 1)

(w x 0 x

1% I' VO flhl)l•llte ~n ~ A bilnidto-biaind turi n aid a pl&llli tpa•io n mihould also

,IM iliCluldhd for the tente rgy louiesi below 5 to 2,5 oV( but move tlnti'

would be rqulyiied to inlcludv them,

Th' oi'h i veo iicilitriulintlu llto C ph iiud C 0 htve1t it r'kpid varialtion

only in tho i'coioui uf thoir i'-oiounat freqtutncy, We tian the rel-i'o mauke

the apipl-~ii, a ion

C1 (1 f lW07' d)

S . ... h-• W (2 d )

I(w A0 1) +1or
O1 - (1 /l4. p) 1 pi t w (28)4
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c 3 1 - / (o/A) ex)2 + iwrex)
[I - , 2 + [Wr , 1]2 Wex (28c)

In Eqs, (28a) and (28b),

id = I + c2 + c3 (29a)

p Ph = 3 (29b)

At this stage we are interested in a rough answer (the input c is

only a guess based on a plauMible model), so we shial estiniato the

integrals in a crude mannor, For o n 1oph,

-I I W (I + Wrd) -r
wlmrnc ct 1•-...... -- I for Wo • 7d 3

1 + (rT d d (

We assume rd 1X W ph, vo the large constant region of the intorMlLud willd

dominate the integral,

The intagrand in tho region of a resonanuce it
co m -1 _ . .___.__,_._ 31

(I - (w/o 0 ) 1 + (wr

This is a peak with n haight of I/r and a width of about co0z , ThMS, thUUU

int•grali are indupendont of tho damping and doplnd only on thu umuergy of

the romonakive

We can now collect thu above estimate to find the onergy low0,1 pur

unit di •itca& , as given by Eq, (2,S), to be
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d) 2 r d2

1 ~ -( tE) ( Ph 2(~uh 11W, E -ii~w ex (32)

2 2 2xe

In2 E q, (3 2),D 0A( in thu 13oliv radiusj,

The vil' iouli (Ouilgch 11go 1-v fni, unuiogh rumovu d that the highu mt to rm

appenvi'ng in E~q. (32) will dominiate, Thim boing tho case, we call 11111kc thu-

s implh' phy 8ictil inte rp aO tatioll 0111t, thO I-1-ang(I fol 010h VaI'IHMIA 1'OCOiN HO ii

will jo nt acdd, Thi't its, thu P0 will bo Ix ('01-taml val11gO1 Itu , while the

ouc(Ltronl ii losin~g energ d''cown Lu U,~ 11110010hu' PL111Ig WhilO it 108ON0$ uno gy

down to E P Oel 1hu

d tph OX

1 (it71 (L c ) W 4 2 11 ) (34u)

itp a0 Ir L2) T)Iph I(i/10 P"p) 1) (3 4b)

Rd ~d (I pht C, ( Td1 0/1)J 3c

Fo, a'exatimplu, taippume un ilImulatuto hu a n excituni biwcli at 3 CV,

optl 'iC1 n aMIL lo i t .3 ý 10' UV, luld dipuluv v i'uixatlon tiio Um oi ~iow i0t I IV,'

(b' / r (I 1k I) o~ V'), mid wo inqiav i ~nto tho rruige jof0 3m it I5vV olot Pu)).

From Fq(3411), thii cle ctrotiwll \61 ft'avl abotit 25~ whilco lo m1 nM onerg

downi to .3 vV'V ;It. will 4then tr avel of thu ortde r of 10O A (ama feti11i ng T ph
thtl a'inaitu wvil Io 10 if F a ph ill am~ ii-g fAm 3) while mloilWIU clo)wn to

x 10 ujV, iandt, 1,i1111ly, it will t.raivel about i x' 10' as nit slow MIO owln



-3 -a
to, say, 3 X 10 eV. (This last range assumes c S 10 ; an it should be

if the material is a good dielectric,)

As a final estimate, the energy loss to acoustic phonons is examined,

which, again, is done with the aid of a simple model rather than relying

too strongly on first principles. The last term in Eq. (18), which gives

the energy lost to acoustic phonons, involves exactly the same matrix

elements that are needed to find the relaxation time that determines the

mobility, (Already another simplification has been made. It is assumed

the electrons do not couple to the optical modes so well that they are

w-companied by a virtual polarization cloud- i.e,, the material could be

silicon ,, probably Mylar, but not magnesium oxide.)

These matrix elements do not depend on the energy of the electron.(2)

The energy loss per unit time given by Eq. (20) is thuis appr'oxinjatly

equal to

dE -3

whore A( w) is the volume of k spa.co allowad in the scatttrHng event that

creates a phinon of ene rgy hw and W(k,w) has boen vot; equal to thi con.

stant W,

A liagrim of the initial and fitAal momentum is slhwn in Fig, t, 1.

The energy and momuntum conuetrvation rules thlt mriust accompaily

Fig, 6,1 are, for omall WP,

M

and

1p (k + g) ,I(~1

whore g in a r scip.ýocal lattice vectov, This vector must be added to k to

include Umklapp processes which can occur in solids. Since onergie" am

low as 5 eV are of concern here, the occurrence of ouch proceumve io

important since only if Urnklapp scatterings occur can the entire ci 'cl.

shown in Fig. 6.1 bu reached by P
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P1 gPo

Pig g,0iv mýlwlu \( ctuigovnmta edt

ti(ýRttt1'1 *Di11w 1Wir mhuiliM t\V( wi&tIA)lt U111 1daEIL pontivL u.i t
AP, kriiual viiht o rau oll th I~S u Ik-ai nI 1 g1 , i 1w I tt Is aU fe por.l
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The actual value of A(k) will be rather complicated, but the order

of magnitude in clearly iseen to be

A(k) ~44irP(AP -P 1v ~4 rM Mtow(8

Thus~,

dE (Zr2-Zwmý t)

~(2ir ) WP M (kO0) (39)

Lin E Cj. (39), tile N ur )Ve P, tho, pholun Vile 1-gie hia, 11 been replaced by tho

ave rago phionon vite rgy Thi tiquantity, Ill. Wella, ham bee cii rplaced by thlt

Dabyv to lp 1, Atli PC 0.

Frini Eq. (39 ), the onte riiy Io#N ])VP wilt di NWhWCO IN A (1oiii1itait;I1

indlepenI-dvit ot the, electr1onl oilcr~y. 'hig caun bo lnureapi'utod III te -I'III of

a Vory vnI)II1pQ Iiiodu1l ItInel0y, two,4 thlt oati-toii hitu a con Nttwit iiiotian rvee

pat, ~,With

And that tit Oealh Nutitte d1 iM It; 11) Nr4 Al an a~kiloit. (A' OciteM 10,

Theli likuloiini til Vdalue o, x cnn be uNtfi~lated Iroin the mo(bilitY p.

J'"o P a Wood ci ikNittat ( P, a Ilo hi lit y of aboult 30 ei' a N CC V INi N Niat)1 'Phd i"I

CuilUNP P OIldw to u P Lilaxat bit tiat iv of

-'s uV 2.7 100 NL)U

Thu ye lovity, of tin u le tnnio with 0cite rgy W1 PiN a 1it tAW Illo Puti 0111 (0
oil

VIII NeC a 0O

h 10 cm 7d ~

Tihu lilut IIICLLI P '4.1im
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if 114 0 : 3 L-V and E 0.03 eV, then

it IV 2 1 (44)

which is About thr~ sarine as that found Lfor optical phonIons,

T~he linear ranlge, of course, greatly overeotinuratow thu tnt-):A projected

PRIAI0 hI, travervsed by the electron, Fortuniately, thin p rojec ted I'ange

CAnl he utttily e gtirii-t0ed for energ~y loss to phIonunfs According to the

niodel tAlready nieitioiied, the electron loses the moat-no tamount of energy,

k 0, which is typically 0.03 tuV, At oach collision, and thuso it Must wuffer

N collisions, where

N _tE0/kO0 (45)

is tkbout 100 for all E% 0f 3 uV, 0vroii ottndard rtundorn-wulk theoory, onec

knows that the pi-oJected viunge is sirnply

1hi~c th(I loss to op~tical pholtfoliS is about the mameiv hut perha)lpN

somelwhat largerP, the pi-uJated range duec to both procosmmci wilt ba about

one -half of the value given in I~14j (46).

6Ab C~ON( Al 8 IONS

It mhoutld bo runiamnburud that only a rouigh wthiamto of tho range hlits

boun niade hvire I hvon if the appeuxiimaticons madea inl tho derivations of

tho finlal fo r illlas al.e valid, thu0 ma1tevial plir ailute v umo d to ffind nm

Vill valutis dre wily a guessi bused Onl typical valuesl 0ecounite rod for. well.-

itudliud mate vialm. Nttiurmb V pecific to a p~ractical insmulatol m uch as

Ivylu. Iavo RIot Iuliwaii

It' thiese v)uflbe I' du not pirove to be too widu~ of the niark, h()wIIVor,

then it. is foutud thut the clectr-on will mlow downi very rapidly (a linelar

rvalnfc of 41 A) fromr 14 vv to 3 UY am it loma No I enry to ectioltC)II and the ii

it will lose une vgy about uquamlly to uptical mind acoustical phuonws, Thu

proje~( ted vange is cutiniated to bo about 10 3 k Its thle clectronl dlwos downi

fromn 3 vV to the rynai eneorgies,
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7, CONCLUSIONS

The ton implantation 1.rcep has been successfully t:itt 'dv( to appl~y
metalick cantactm to igamiconductors and insulators. The trant~iont
responge of a Mylar capacitor with ion-implanted czontacts dimplayed
reduced polarization offaets but nio mignificant dflcroUan in rc~pofnt1 Mhitch

would make Itm ume destrablco in radiation onvironinentm, Theu ton-
implanted olactroden elxhibited better carrier lnjc'ctlon than foil oloctro(IUN
and allowed ohmici contactm to be applied to Pjamiconductox-N with a w~do
range of renintivity I consequently, the procesm han advitntagom in rometti'ch.
Work where n implo r niothodN fail to pro vide good contactN, The produc-
tion uae of the procami for caIpaciturs tit doubtful owing to th. lengthy
cloadnlbg procodura awnd the difficulty Ui' achieving a Untifornit plaiayla With
the asmuciated equiplilant nu1co~tit~ry fur imlplaintationl onl a 0oi~ftbfluouk fiilm,

The traulimont rmdiationl romponoo exhibittud by a Mylar capacitor
vurioui tonmpu riture is cofnsikntft with the res)oflNe prodictud by a band
mo1dol of the conductionl procepi ill which traps are unlifOrml-1y diN tribUtUd
in the Lo rbiddtin vmnu eAnd uoiN ii~g of carrie r itN imnu-nbilized. Undo r Nuch
conditiofnsp the photuctirrunt iw extreumoly Maldli Compared to that dimplay -

ed w iUlout t rapphig and it Wo &k (topondoico uto the lphotoPur ront onl tonipo Pu
attiv'o I ti prod Ic i .ict , TliiU obH 1' 1'V Illd o (1C y 1i~ ,11110 ('1 tat ct Ctnl 1)o littlly Or dtlvf4
of illaugitude loiigur tb an tho vo ritge car rio lifetinio and I imNU hiulitivo toI
to iIpPI' at0 1 ,

Now mu t~hodi of fabric ating caurainly and glaN N cLpac ito ro wttit hi~gh
dlioloutric cunnftwtH ldN ve y~oldlud likrg( cupacity-to- volwum ratitom and

c urit uquily th prl-Ol)ipt tdIkidto~l l. N wp(lNe U4 WINalll. Tho uN u of th~oN 0

U aa~ toI'N i t ill lulltejd, IIOWeVer,' N inc-o the tompo rathure CUUMlCAMANt

of1 capacL(ity tue latruti land thiN preo vntw tho Li~ ut ofmuch cttmc itori itI
cr1'itic al circuit ajpjliicat buNl who no the autcIlVity IIIutit: unoialn c olnw(ti~i A fr

p)ropor j. iric tt Ame lion N ovo it l'argea' tompo~ratu ni ranig u.

I''xa1tIl hul. i.on of thu 0110 rgy lorid i of IlUlodorato ly flwti . olloL' . I(lw HLit

in11 Ulato rti, which iti nuc-clNu~ary for thu theoury of tit~iNlouat radiutionl offel IN

tit IliNuidtorN * () hicdicatos t~hat ono rgy liUNN to excitont im the pl'illal'y
lpro1otiti that occurm tin tho onorgy range from F) oX" to 3 UV. 4linorgy loliti
to opticadl a~nd acous tica] 131,111011 t~hui occurm (town to thormal ano rgiu il.

PrOViOeIN work undoer th lu contract haw mhown that anom-aloum.ly largo'
tVWimml~oit ufftoctN mPeiNul'oC tit 01a-111,1VdURod mica crpiwp~ito VN could bo
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as4c ribed to leakage currantit thrtough air trapped iflm4idt! the ocapac)i(ito r
(11, (, tiu. II~ j,,t-oj(4) Coinpartsoon of the tl'aflB lant 1ue1)ofln of a comrncilrc ial
i-iica capacitor with that of a Nfinillar capacitor that had ai coiidtctivo
corAinig Oil the 01nCIIp)I4latioii do moiitrated that cluct~ric chiarg~e froti
loniizod air cani Ib trappo ~o4i the itioulator surface, leadiuig to incvroased
iniitial traimisoit siiam Irradiationi of movoral capacitors u1nitg
diffaronit dielectric materi~als Iii a TRIGA reac tor indicated that noautronl
response wtan least saisitive bi caranic. capacitors followed by ilica,
tanltalum oxide, antid Mylar dielectric i. (2 3 ) A me~thod for varlficuatioun of
a model fof i~outro11 irradiation of dilelctrics by proton irradiationi wat4
do nertbad, t'A capacitor oxc~hanigt program ill which the mama capacitorn
weare raoaurad by GOnolral Atomnic and bito riational 3unfionaiw Machinopt
fiditcatud that measuremontit performed with anl 1G eircuit in which charge
trwisifol wan measured yielded comparable roalt) to I'l allu rei alit of
radiation" induced current with current tprobon.
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